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**Resource Information**

**URL:** [http://www.gromacs.org](http://www.gromacs.org)

**Proper Citation:** GROMACS (RRID:SCR_014565)

**Description:** Software package created to perform molecular dynamics. Molecular dynamics package mainly designed for simulations of proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids. Can also be used for research on non-biological systems, such as polymers.

**Synonyms:** Gromacs

**Resource Type:** software toolkit, simulation software, software application, software resource

**Defining Citation:** PMID:26620784, DOI:10.1016/0010-4655(95)00042-E

**Keywords:** simulation, molecular dynamics, software package, software toolkit, biochemical, molecule, protein, lipid, nucleic acid, bond interaction, bio.tools

**Funding Agency:** European Research Council, Swedish eScience Research Center, Stream Computing Performance Engineers, Nvidia, Swedish Research Council, Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research, Swedish National Infrastructure for Computing, Swedish Foundation for International Cooperation in Research and Higher Education

**Availability:** Free, Available for download

**Resource Name:** GROMACS

**Resource ID:** SCR_014565
Alternate IDs: biotools:gromacs, OMICS_05081


Record Creation Time: 20220129T080321+0000

Record Last Update: 20240616T053831+0000

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for GROMACS.

No alerts have been found for GROMACS.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 5794 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at FDI Lab - SciCrunch.org.
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